
Enjoy. Explore. Encourage.                 OABL Summer Holiday Challenge! 

 

Dear Children, 

We all know you love a challenge! We are encouraging you to keep your brain active over the break. Here 

are your summer holiday challenges. If you can complete 7/ 10 challenges and return your form in 
September, you will get your first merit AND a Headteacher’s Award. 

We would love to see your completed challenges on our Bank Leaze Facebook page and on our twitter 
page- #OABLsummerchallenges. You can always write on the back of this sheet what you did to help you 
remember in September! 

Good Luck! 

Challenges Parent sign 
and date 

Miss Pope challenges you to have a reading picnic with your family! Find a 
spot outside have a picnic and read a book. 

 

Mrs Fitzgerald challenges you to visit the forest or woods and make friends 
with a bug… can you find out what the bug is called and find it somewhere to 
live?  

 

Miss Parsons challenges you to visit the Roman villa on the Long Cross and try 
to guess what each of the rooms would have been. 

 

Ms Nelson challenges you to fill up someone else’s bucket! You will get a 
bonus point if you do this more than once! 

 

Miss Neal wonders what you can create with a cardboard box? Pick a box of 
any size and get creative! We would love to see your pictures. 

 

Mrs White challenges you to make a nature collage.  

Miss Parsons challenges you to log on to Times Tables Rockstars and smash 
your record! Can you up your rock status? 

 

Ms Trenear challenges you to find all 4 of the wildlife habitats our forest 
schoolers have made over the last year? 

 

Ms Nelson challenges you to be considerate! Can you help around the house?  

Maybe you could tidy your bedroom, make breakfast or help with the washing up! 

 

Ms Chambers challenges you to visit a local library and complete the summer 
library challenge below. 

 

 

     

A free reading activity will be taking place at libraries across Bristol and beyond this summer! 

The Summer Reading Challenge is for all children aged 4-11 years of age. There are fun incentives such as 
stickers along the way, plus a certificate once your child has completed the challenge! All you need to do is 
read 6 library books over the summer (or have 6 books read to you). 
To take part in the Summer Reading Challenge, pick up your FREE starter pack at your local library today. 

Find your nearest library and opening hours here: Library finder - bristol.gov.uk 

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/libraries-archives/library-finder/-/journal_content/56/20195/LIBRARY-UPRN-000000023541/LIBRARY-DISPLAY

